The Joslyn Memorial bronze entrance doors symbolically representing George Joslyn’s virtues (left to right): Labor, Charity, Faith, Valor, Vision, and Hope.

Labor (Industry) holds a scythe, building, machine, and tools; signifies determination and hard work.

Caritas (Charity/Love) holds in one hand the sun, in the other hills with ripening grain and trees; signifies the beauty and bounty of the natural order.

Fides (Faith) holds the numbers of divine law, representing the Ten Commandments; signifies obedience to God.

Valor (Courage) holds a shield and lifts a sword aloft; signifies fortitude.

Visio (Vision/Foresight) holds a lamp; signifies clear vision into the future.

Spes (Hope) holds in one hand a crystal ball, in the other a flaming torch; both signifying faith in the future. The fountain alongside the figure signifies hope for future life.